GS Members and Supporters Survey- THE OUTDOORS
http://gsmembersupportersurvey.weebly.com/

OTHER RESPONSES to the question: “Are any of your council camps currently
closed, rested, or idled?” (Multiple responses noted in italics.)































Closed for the winter (6 responses)
1 camp has been sold and another is for sale!!!!
1 is closed for renovations and will be open in the spring
1 is closing, don't know if there are ones already idled
2 being sold.
2 idled and 1 leveled
Camp Evergreen
Closing November
Currently, re-assessing all camps. Ours is a large area.
Getting ready to possibly close one or more
Going through a property reorg now
Great news! Crowell Hilaka was saved!!! Thanks to the Western Reserve Land
Conservancy and the voters of Richfield in Ohio!!!!
I think we originally had 6. One was rented and not re-leased out. I think another was
sold.
Just November and December
Just sold off 4 camps since merger
Might as well be since they are being ignored.
Not anymore
One camp has many closed facilities
One camp is a the verge of closing
One camp is only available for large scale events in the spring.
One is closed, one is being sold and one is being idled
One is no longer a resident camp now it is used for troop & family camping
One is seasonally rested and not used for resident camp
One is underutilized as it is in the processed of being revosed.
One not developed
One was recently sold
One was, but now being worked on
One will be idled in 6 weeks
Our closest recently reopened but was down for a year.
Our council sold 2 camps in the 90's. Sadly one was actually in the city on Staten Island.






























Possibly still own one or two more than the 5 currently open
Recently sold a couple of camps.
Redlands and Sooner councils each owned 2 camps when merged. They sold Camp Red
Rock and Camp Kate Portwood
Sold already or for sale
Sold off 5
Sold two within the last five years
Some are.
Some close for hunting season
Some do not host summer camp but are open to troops.
Some have more limited programming
Some units rest at each camp
Some were for sale
Soon to be. It’s very sad
There are rumors circulating that Camp Todd may be sold to the YMCA. If that happens
it will devastate my troop and my daughter who has been there every summer and
works as a program aide there
They just sold 2 camps
They recently sold 4
They sold the one that they idled!
Two are on the chopping block
Two leased camps were not renewed
Up for sale
Wallace Creek is closed as they are trying to sell it
Was sold quite a few years ago
We have 1 that they had not made a decision on. They were going to wait 3 yrs to revisit
the fate of the camp. That decision I think is next spring
We have several, but not sure how maintained they are.
We may still own 1 or 2 that are rested
We put 2 camps up for sale. I don't know if they have sold.
Will be in January

Responses are presented “as is”. They have not been edited for spelling or grammar.

